ABSTRACT Several European countries (Portugal, Spain, Greece, Rumania, and the Czech Republic) make crop surveys on area frame with an aligned systematic sampling of squared segments. So far crop area estimates are obtained with standard formulae for random sampling, without using the spatial structure of the sample. This is in general conservative, the estimated standard error is larger than the error actually made. Taking as clusters the set of segments with the same relative position in a block, gives often lower but very unstable variances. A more stable variance estimate is computed by repeated random permutations of the sample segments in each block before building up the clusters. There is most often a moderate variance reduction when no stratification has been performed. If the sample is stratified and the cluster estimator is applied in each stratum, the variances seem to be less unstable. In this case permutations in each block seem not to be very useful.
We shall focus here on a sampling of squared segments used in the frame of the so called "Regional Inventories" ( fig. 1 ), that deal with crop area and yield estimation at the regional and national level based on sampling of aerial units, often named segments (Gallego, 93, 94) . In most cases we use squared segments rather than segments that follow physical elements on the landscape (Gonzalez, 91, Allen, 90, Cotter, 87) . The Spanish Ministry of Agriculture is conducting a yearly survey on squared segments of 49 ha. In 1993, the size of the sample was nearly 10000 segments in an area of more than 350.000 Km 2 . That sample was without stratification and aligned by blocks of lOKm. * lOKm. Figure 2 shows an example of that sampling for a province. So far the estimates are obtained with standard formulae (Gonzalez, 91, Gallego, 93) as if the sampling were purely random. This classic estimator Yran does not use the particular spatial structure of the sample and is in general rather conservative, the estimated standard error is presumably larger than the error actually made.
Area sampling frame in Spain
c
CLUSTER ESTIMATOR

Cluster Estimator by Replicates
Each squared block has M segments, out of which we draw a sample of r segments (M=lOO, r=3 in the Spanish survey) ( fig. 2) . The sample has units Yi that can be written as (b,j) from replica j (j=l,r) in block b (b=l,B) . All the segments corresponding to replica j have the same relative position in the block. An estimator by clusters can be applied in this sampling (Ambrosio, 1993) Table 2 . Classic, cluster estimator and the average of 100 cluster estimators with a random permutation in each block before building up the clusters, in Salamanca.
Estimation by cluster seems to give a significant improvement on the classic estimate (Tables 1, 2) because of the large variability among elements of a cluster, i.e. among segments in different blocks, compared to the difference among segments inside a block (Cochran 77, chapter 8.3 ).
Cluster Estimator with Permutations by Blocks.
In order to get a more stable variance estimate, we propose a modification to this estimator based on a random permutation of the sample segments in each block before building up the clusters: If we make a random permutation 7tb of the elements in each block b, independent from block to block, the clusters will have another configuration ( fig. 2 ), the new clusters are Cj={ (b,7tb(j) Tables 1 and 2 show that cluster estimator improves the variance in general, but not always. In particular, worse variances are obtained for non dominant crops in Sevilla. The main reason seems to be that the variability inside the block is high because of the low number of fields per segment due to the relatively large size of fields in this province.
CLUSTER VARIANCES ESTIMATED WITH AND WITHOUT PERMUTATIONS.
3.1 The study of correlation among segments. We can also write the variance of a cluster estimator as a function of the intracluster correlation, that can be looked at as the correlation among the segments that belong to the same cluster:
This expression is a generalisation of the intra-cluster variance (Cochran 77, page 209) ,
where the factor p represents the correlation:
E Yji-Y Yji is the value in the segment of the blockj and the cluster i. We can write:
The correlation in this context is not a real correlation but a relation of dependence among segments. If we make a random permutation of all the elements in each block, the clusters will have another configuration, the variance that would result could be calculated as the average of all the cluster variances. We have demonstrated that:
P is the average of the (M I)B-I correlations pwamong the segments that belong to the
where yfi is the E Yji-Y value that the function takes in the segment that belongs to the blockj and to the cluster i after the w!h permutation, we can also write the correlation: 
-(M J)B-I ~ w'
The next expression for Vper does not depend on the permutations, then we can interpret the correlation that results:
the only difference with respect to (4) is the expression of the factor of correlation, now we have:
A . -this factor is due to the intra-cluster correlation. B . -this factor can be seen as due to correlation among segments that are in different blocks and have different relative position.
If the correlation is 0 among segments that belong to different blocks, variances with and without permutations become the same, p * and p are null. With our data we can estimate the factors of correlation and test the hypothesis that the correlation is O.
We could estimate the variance of the cluster estimator with permutations, with the cluster estimator associated to the new configuration of clusters, although we should condition by the r sampling segment drawn in each block, because we don't have any information about the others segments.
COMPARISON OF CLUSTER VARIANCE AND VARIANCE AFTER STRA TIFICATION.
Considering each block as a stratum.
Although there is not any stratification, we can consider each squared sampling block as a stratum. Then the variance of a stratified estimator with the same sampling units, but when a stratum is formed by a block, is: so it is not very difficult to see that:
the interest now is the study of the factor of correlation p .
j,i=l this factor is the correlation between the deviation from the stratum means of the couples that are in the same cluster. So if we study this factor we can know when the cluster estimator is better than the stratified estimator.
Area frame with stratification in Czech Republic and Portugal.
In the Czech Republic and Portugal, a stratification has been made by photointerpretation. In Czechoslovakia the blocks are very big, each block has 400 segments of 400 Ha., and there are 5 strata that have different number of clusters: 12, 12, 8, 4 and 2 respectively, with the standard stratified estimator giving better results (Tables 4, 6 ). This is because blocks are not very homogeneous intra, and not very heterogeneous inter. With smaller blocks like in Portugal, where blocks are lOKm*10Km and there are 3 strata with different number of clusters: 4, 2 and 1 respectively, cluster estimator performs again worse than the classic stratified estimator (Table 5) . Cluster estimator is a good option when there is no stratification like in Spain (Table 3) , where blocks are of the same size as in Portugal but each block has 3 sampling segments.
In each stratum segments are relatively similar, so it is not expected that cluster estimator by strata gives very good results, because of the homogeneity among segments in each cluster. The variance is the average of the variances of each different stratum, then if the variance is very low in a stratum this will compensate higher variances in other strata. In general, this doesn't occur with estimator with permutations due to the stability of its variance, in fact global efficiency shows clearly which the real situation is. If we have a stratification we should either avoid using cluster estimator or study carefully the variance in each stratum. 
PROVINCE
SUMMARY
In an area frame of squared segments on squared blocks, where clusters are built with segments that have the same relative position in each block, if there is no stratification and blocks are relatively small, cluster estimator gives lower variances than standard formulae, although there is the problem of its unstable variance. Making independent permutations of the sampling segments in each block, if blocks are complete, gives the same estimation as using cluster estimator, but improves the stability of the variance. When there is a stratification, cluster estimator is not a good choice due to the correlation among segments in each stratum: The cluster estimator works well when segments in each cluster are quite heterogeneous. Area frame in Spain is without stratification; then cluster estimator with permutations is a good option to improve the variance.
